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We are acutely aware
that the contents of
this issue of the Red
Menace do not
reflect the importance
of the current events
that are shaping the
contours of the world
for the 1990s. The
movements in Eastem
Europe (particualrly in
Romania). the US
invasion of Panama
and the mass looting
that accompanied it.
the violent resistance
in Hong Kong to the
forcible repatriation of
Vietnamese refugees-
all these and more
require the fullest
discussion. and like
everybody else we
are discussing them.
However we do not
claim (or indeed aim)
to ‘represent’ the
entire international
class struggle in the
four pages of the Red
Menace. And rather
than throw together
superficial articles
based on a few
slogans and newspa-
per cuttings, we
would prefer
to wait until we have
some more detailed
information about
what is going on. If
you have any such in-
formation, opinions.
etc. we would be very
glad to hear from you.

Included with this issue
of the Red Menace is
copy of a
leaflet,“The Struggle
against Islamic Fas-
cism begins with the
Struggle against
Iranian Bolshevism".

Send all comments
or criticisms, death
threats or donations

- [OI
RED MENACE

BM ‘WILD,
London WC 1 N 3XX
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The recent wave of media nostalgia for the
late 1 960s in the USA and elsewhere (ex-
emplified by the re-release of the film of
the Woodstock festival) gives the impres-
sion that the most important preoccupa-
tions of the period were smoking dope and
listening to Jimi Hendrix- which of course
were not unimportant. The subversive
movements of the time however are ei-
ther ignored or treated as outbursts of
youthful exuberance, with superstar radi-
cals ltke Jerry Rubin wheeled out to prove.
that “they’ve all grown up now”. Recent
events in Berkeley, California have shown
that not only have the Struggles of the 60s
not been completely forgotten, but that
twenty years later some of them still
continue.

In 1969 people in Berkeley turned a
vacant allotment into a park; trees were
planted and a playground built. The Uni-
versity of California, who owned the land,
responded by putting an eight foot barbed
wire fence around “People’s Park”. In the
resulting repression and resistance dem-
onstrators faced 2500 National Guards-
men with fixed bayonets, tanks and heli-
copters- 700 people. were arrested and
over a thousand injured; one person
(James Rector) was shot dead.

20 years after a group of People’s Park
supporters declared “they cannot stand
our Life resisting their Expansion of
Commerce”, a similarbattle isbeing fought
in Berkeley. This time the focus of the
struggle has been gentrification and “the
attempt by the University, real estate
developers, the merchants, and the city to
clear the area of black youth, homeless
and poor, and others who disturb the
smooth production of an elite student
body, its consumption from local men
chants, and the accumulation of real
estate and other profit”.
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On 1 9th May l 989 (the 20th anniversary
of the death of James Rector) 200 people
gathered to watch a film about the original
People's Park movement, after which
they marchedup TelegraphAvenue.beh.ind
abanner saying “U0 out of People's Park”.
Bonfires were built in the road and as
police intervened theywere attackedwith
bottles, cans and anything else that could
be thrown. By this time a crowd of 1000
people had gathered, and the police line

was driven back down Telegaph Avenue.
Homeless people, punks, black, latin, asian
and white kids alljoined in as a full scale
riot developed. The local Bank of America
was attacked and chain stores were looted.
As one participant described it: “The whole
atmosphere is very friendly, festive and
wild. Strangers hug each other and pass
out the loot to those who want it. ”

The police were unable to obtain rein-
forcements, as they were involved in
another riot in nearby Hayward where
cops had tried to shut down aheavy metal
concert. One sergeant complained: “They
won. They proved they can take the
streets by force. Basically there is nothing
we can do do”. Similar lessons have been
learnt by some of the rioters themselves:
“On May 1 9thwe learnedthat all is not set
in stone, that the capitalist power struc-
ture has its vulnerable spots, that an
insurrection could start spontaneously as
a result of pent-up social tension, that the
cops don’t always have to win, that clothes
and food can be free, that burning cars
make great barricades, and that by fight-
ing together we canbe very, very strong“.

All the quotes come form a “special riot
issue” of SLINGSHOT, 700 Eshelman Hall,
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.
also worth a read is OOLLIDE-O-SCOPE,
2 1 40 ShattuckAve. , Box 3200, Berkeley,
CA 94794, USA.
for an account of some recent strikes in
the US, see the November issue of WORK-
ERS INFO RAG, PM, c/o Zamisdat Press,
GPO Box 1 255, Gracie Station, New York,
NY 1002.8, USA.
Finally we have received another inter-
esting magazine from North America:
AGAINST SLEEP AND NIGHTMARE,
P.O. Box 3305, Oakland, OA 94609, USA

OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF IN'I'EREST
Industrialismland Domestication by John and
Paula Zerzan available free from: Box 1,
Red & Green Books, 144 Churchfield Road,
London W3 (please send SAE).
Open Letter to Comrade Lenin (A Reply to
"Left Wing Communism: an Infantile Disor-
der") by Herman Goner: £3 from, BM CAT,
London WCIN 3XX
A.K. Distribution Catalogue(Books & Pam-
phlets etc.), send SAE to 3 Balmoral Place,
Stirling, Scotland, FK8 2RD.
Thanks to our friends at SUBVERSION (Box
W, c/o Raven Press, 75 Piccadilly, Manchester
Ml 2BU) For helping with distribution in I
North West England.
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As we go to press the ambulance dispute is in its 4th
month. Having escalated their action from an
overtime ban to answering only 999 and emergency
calls, some crews (notably those in London) are now
refusing to answer any calls from central control.
They are dealing only with emergency calls made
directly to stations by the public or hospitals. In
various parts of the country crews have been
suspended and the army and the police are running
a limited ambulance service.

Clearly it is necessary for ambulance workers to
escalate their own action. Support is growing for an
all out strike: at Isleworth, Twickenham, and
Feltham stations in West London crews are already
on virtual strike, refusing to answer any calls
official or unofficial. With management cutting off
phones to stations (as they have done in Dorset and
Birmingham), other stations may have little choice
but to follow suit.
The real key to winning this dispute though is all out
action by other groups of workers too.

The potential for this has been shown already. On
December 6th, council workers (in Hackney and
Hammersmith), construction workers (including
300 steel erectorssson the Canary Wharf site) and
hospital workers (at the Elizabeth Garret Anderson
in Soho) were among those in London who took
unofficial strike action for the day in support of the
ambulance crews. Previously bus workers at
Hanwell garage (West London) and workers at
Homerton and St Bartholomew's hospitals took token
action. In addition many other workers have been
involved in demonstrating, collecting money and
organising ambulance support groups. Ambulance
people have also made links with strikers elsewhere-
in Luton they joined car workers‘ picket lines at
Vauxhall. ‘

The main obstacle to any escalation of the dispute
are the unions. Having originally recommended
acceptance of the initial 6.5% pay offer, their main
tactic has been to focus activity around useless
petitions and calls for arbitration (i.e. a negotiated
deal falling well short of the 11.4% rise demanded).
Already they have publicly abandoned demands for
a cut in the working week and longer holidays.

Roger Poole, chief union negotiator, has bluntly
stated: "we don"t want solidarity strikes from other
workers" . In November NUPE even refused to allow
any non-ambulance workers on a demonstration in
Manchester, and they are hoping to do the same on
the TUC-sponsored march on January 13th. At all
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sorts of union meetings workers have been told that
solidarity can't be discussed as it constitutes illegal
secondary action. For instance at the London
Hospital (Whitechapel), NUPE branch officials
refused to allow an ambulance worker to speak at a
meeting of other health workers.
Those who still believe that they can rely on the
unions for support should remember what happened
when ambulance workers tried to speak to NUPE
leader Rodney Bickerstaffe at the TUC
headquarters: he called security guards to throw
them out. Not daring to be seen to do nothing however
NUPE have called a ‘day of action‘ to coincide with
the January 13th demo- on a Saturday! And union
leaders are also considering asking other workers to
stage periods of silence (lasting between 5 and 15
minutes) to show their support!

Ambulance crews and their supporters need to talk
directly to other workers and argue that they should
strike, not just out of sympathy but in their own
interests. At Canary Wharf, ambulance workers not
only spoke to steel erectors before December 6th but
also turned up on the day to make sure they stood by
their decision to strike; for construction workers the
lack of a decent ambulance service on the streets is a
clear threat to their health and safety. On the same
day Hammersmith council workers linked up
support for the ambulance crews with support for the
council's own striking nursery workers. It is this
sort of activity that could lay the groundwork for a
united strike movement around all our needs.



AFTER THE GUILDFORD FOUR...
"Wrongfully convicted prisoners should stay in jail rather than befreed
and risk a loss ofpublic confidence in the law. ” (Lord Denning, 21/2/88)

"Prison is a killer- everything about it is designed to kill and destroy
the human being. ” (Johnny Walker, one of the Birmingham 6)

The welcome release from prison in Octo-
ber of the Guildford Four does not signify
any change of heart by the British state.
Despite having quashed their convictions
for the 1974 pub bombings in Guildford
and Woolwich, the state still hasn't even
admitted that Paul Hill, Gerrard Conlon,
Patrick Armstrong and Carole Richardson
are innocent.
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The years the Guildford Four spent in jail
were not simply wasted time in which they
sat and waited in the hope of eventual
release. Every day in prison they faced a
struggle to maintain their humanity against
a system that denies it. Here we reproduce
an account by Paul Hill of one moment in
this struggle- the Hull prison riot of 1976.

For four days in September 1976 prisoners
took over 3 of the 4 wings of Hull prison.
As well as Paul Hill, participants in the riot
included Irish Republicans (such as Martin
Brady), Jake Prescott (in prison for his ac-
tivities with the Angry Brigade) and vari-
ous ‘ordinary criminals’: in struggles such
as these it becomes clear that all prisoners
are political.

The immediate cause of the riot was the
beating up by screws of a prisoner in the
segregation unit. Othergrievances included
the widespread and indiscriminate use of
‘Rule 43’ (allowing for solitary confine-
ment), and slave labour conditions in the
prison workshops, where furniture was
made for prisons in Iran. The latter ex-
plains why during the riot prisoners on the
roof shouted "Fuck the Shah of Iran! Fuck
the Shah of Iran!”

After taking control of the buildings and
freeing those held in the segregation unit,
the prisoners found files held on them by
the authorities. Furious at the contents of
these files (Paul Hill’s for instance in-
cluded the remark “Never to be released"),
“everyone decided to begin demolishing
theprison with their bare hands" (Jake

Freeing the Guildford 4 has an immediate
political impact, in that the release of the
Four strengthens the Anglo-Irish agreement,
making it easrerifor Britain to have people
like Patrick Ryan extradited from the 26
Counties i.e. hostage trading. It was also
partly an exercise in damage limitation. It is
already clear that the conspiracy that led to
four Irish people being framed and spending

nearly 15- years in prison involved various
leading figures in the legal profession and
the police (including SirPeter Imbert, now
commissionerof the Metropolitan Police).
No doubt it is hoped that a ‘small scandal‘
now will prevent a bigger scandal later on,
as further infonnation comes to light. Lib-
eral lawyers have been expressing concern
about the extension of police powers, par-
ticularly in the police station. This is more
out of a desire to maintain their own power
base and the illusion of "justice".

Attention is now shifting to the case of the
Birmingham 6, jailed in similar circum-
stances to the Four in the same period. But
we are not talking about tidying up a few
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Prescott). As well as causing extensive
damage, the prisoners held a roof top pro-
test during which they talked to a crowd of
400 school children who gathered on the
other sideofthewall, throwing them sweets,
toys and money ‘ liberated’ from the prison
C311[C611 .

The protest was called off in return for a
promise of no brutality and no damage to
prisoners ‘ property. Once they surrendered
however their possessions were smashed
and they were severely beaten up by prison
officers. Irish prisoners were forced onto
their hands and knees and told to sing ‘God
save the Queen’, black prisoners were
racially abused.

A prisoner described one of the beatings he
witnessed: “I then heard another being
dragged down the stairs, this was a boy of
23 named Paul Hill. Hehad shoulder length
hair and it was by this that he was being
pulled down the stairs helped by full
blooded kicks to his stomach, chest and
back, he was literally thrown down the last
few stairs with the words ‘Remember Hull
6761‘ ii.

(This account is taken from “Don't Mark
His Face - Hull Prison Riot ’76" published
by the National Prisoners Movement).
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I was involved in" the protest at Hull. The
events that led to this protest are already
known by you, so I will start from afterthe
thing was over, and when we were put in
sfripcells in Bwing. Afierbeing in my cellfor
about two hours, six screws came in led by
ascrew called Nobby Clark, they asked me
for my medal around my neck. As it was of
sentimental value I refused. I was then
pushed into a comer and held down while
Clark ripped it from my neck. Theygave me
a few petty slaps and then left. That night
we were each (I think ) given a mattress, no
blankets, anyway the screws made it im-
possible for sleep as they roamed like little
armies around the landings (in the total
darkness ) banging doors, screaming in
their usual lunatic ways, only some cons
got morethan verbal, on my landing I know
of at least one con who they set about in his
cell, and throughout most of the night, I
heard others getting the by now ‘normal
treatment’. I was very lucky on the Friday
night because apart from the verbal I was
left alone. By Sat. morning most cons l’m-
sure felt as I did, cold, tired and hungry and
most of all afraid of what was to come.

‘The beatings'- not a feeling of fear as
such, but afeeling of despair knowing each
of us were totally helpless, I heard the
screws work their way along my landing
one at atime, cons were battered to break-
fast and battered back again, when they got
to me I was opened up, grabbed bythe hair
and dragged along the landing. I was
kicked and punched about the body the
whole way up the landing by screws who
screamed and yelled as if they hated me
more than-anything in this world. I was in a
ball to protect my face, head and privates
so they lifted me bythe hair and dipped my
face in atray of jam, Iwasthen beaten back

legal loose ends fromthe 1970s. Only last
year Martina Shanahan, Finbar Cullen and
John McCann (theWinchester 3) werejailed
for 25 years for conspiracy to murder with
little more evidence against them than they
had Irish accents in the vicinity of a govem-
ment minister's (Tom King's) home. It re-
mains the case, as Gerrard Conlon said on
the day ofhis release, that "Ifyou're Irish and
you're arrested on a terrorist, political type of
offence you don't stand a chance". Signifi-
cantly,itisin Northern Ireland that "the right
to silence" has been abolished first.

It would be a mistake to think however that
it is just a matter of how the British state
treats Irish people. Repressive measures are

down to my cell and dumped on the floor, a
few mins Iaterihey came back again and said
bye byes. I was again beaten along the
landing and down two flights of stairs, I was
lucky enough to have a prisoner who was
battered down in front of me witness my
beating at the bottom of the stairs. He has
said he will back me up in any court proceed-
ingsthat I may take. Th is con is B.Costerwho
I am with at present. We then saw another
con P.Rajah (also here ) receiving the same
treatment that we had. We were then hand-
cuffed and taken to the police wagon and
taken here. We each petitioned for access to
a brief. This has been refused us, as they
want us to tell them ourfuII story first, which
we won’t do, as whoever beat us up will be
told in advance to say they was elsewhere.
While at Hull I got my small record (file) and
some of the lines about me are as follows:
I) That in Albany Prison I spoke of my willing-
ness to take hostages, they said I might kill
them.
2) That at all times I am moody and show my
hate forihe screws by being unco-operative.
3) That anyone who has ever spoken to me
has said I express a desire to escape.
And no. 4 is the one that frightens me. They
said I am totallysuicidal. I am of sound mind
and anyone who knows me says l’m happy
go lucky. The reason I worry overthis is why
should they say this knowing it to be untrue ?
They also state other matte rs, some of which
I don't wantto reveal to anyone otherthan my
brief as they were to do with my case and he
is at present trying to have it re-opened and
I don’t wish to hinder his efforts. I think what
disturbed me most of allwasthefactfhat they
had an intimate bit on each of the main
witnesses at my trial and the partthat angers
me most of all is that they have a section in if
on my girl (who has a child by me). They
underlined in red This relationship must be
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often tested in Ireland, before being applied
in Britain: snatch squads, plastic bullets,
road blocks etc. And witness the case of
Winston Silcott, Engin Raghip and Mark
Braithwaite, jailed for life (for the murder of
P.C. Blakelock during the 1985 Tottenham
riot) on the basis of ‘confessions’ extracted
under duress. Meanwhile in the Irish ‘Free’
State, Noel and Marie Murray (two anar-
chists convicted of shooting a cop in a 1975
bank raid) are still in prison.

For us therefore, it is not a question of
changing the colour of the flags flying over
the prisons (as envisaged by nationalists of
all persuasions) butofdestroying them abso-
lutely, and freeing notonly those innocentof

ended. Not content with their efforts to wreck
us they also wish to wreck our families. My
record finished by stating again underlined in
red - must be treated with strict discipline at
all times .

We are bit by bit becoming more frustrated
here as we are here and suffering over a
prisonerwho was beaten up at Hull, yet since
coming here we have heard of guys being
beaten and put in the ‘strong box ‘ naked. I
fear that if these things are not brought to light
then someone willbekilledas its all too easy.

These people (screws) are their own law,
and that is the law of the boot and the fist, all
this is sanctioned by their lords (the govs.).
I've been in 9 prisons in two years and I
thought l’d seen the lot. But I ain't seen as
much brutality towards cons as I’ve seen at
Hull and Here (Leicester). All we can do is
protest verbally over these beatings here,
but I might as well talk to the bog roll than do
that, cause all we get in return is shit. If any
of us were to raise our hands we would be
battered, so what do we do ? Listen to shit,
get battered or hide in our cells like cowards
andgo insane listening to cons screaming ?
We are human beings and we want to tell the
world we're human because if we don’t, after
more of this we won't be human very long,
we’lI be shells or dead. Some people may say
I read too many violent books but I know in
my soul that If they came info this cell and
clubbed me to death, that not one of them.
would face the law ; remember THEY ARE
THE LA W IN OUR WORLD...

In Hull I was one of the fourcons who busted
those in the seg unit out and I witnessed
A.Clifford and I say now that the side of his
face was marked, no one could evertell me
otherwise, as I seen with my own eyes. I also
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their supposed 'crimes' but also all those
criminalized in the course offighting to meet
their needs. Z
For more infonnation on the cases
mentioned here contact:
Winchester 3 Campaign,
c/o Grassroots,
1 Newton Street,
Manchester 1

Tottenham 3 Campaign,
c/o Box 1, 124 Vassall Road,
London SW9

National Birmingham 6 Campaign,
21 Hatchard Road,
London N19 4NG

felt and adored the feeling of how the cons on
the block hugged us as if we trad just broke
themfrom hell, some were so happythey had
tears in their eyes, and I didn't even know
these ‘crazy happy guys’. But to me it felt like
they were my brothers (and they are) as I'm
one of them, a con. I suppose people see us
on the box looking like some kind of Cam-
bridge rapist all masked up only what they
saw was human beings, that's what we are.
(We all got balls and brains but some got
balls and chains ). We only want to live like
human beings. I'm doing recommended
natural life, and lfearfor my sanity and safety
with what I see around me every day. From
what I’ve seen of those who look after our
health - at Hull the MOs (Medical Officers)
ran alongside the screws yelling “Don’t mark
their faces”. These people are medical offi-
cers yet they are breaching the laws of the
Red Cross on the treatment of prisoners
passed by the Council of Human’ Rights. I
would die of an illness before I would have
them anywhere near me with their mind
eating drugs.

As far as protesting to the ‘guy’ about beat-
ings and our treatment I will tell you how
much they care - at Hull while B.Ooster,
myself and P.Rajah were being beaten
downstairs the AG (AssistantGovernor)there,
a dog called Manning, watched in the middle
of 20 screws and grinned to himself. I'm not
saying he was grinning at the pain we were
in. No, he was no doubt grinning at the good
(wonderful) job that his staff (army?) were
doing! So who do we protest to. We each feel
as helpless as new born babies we only wish
our minds felt as light as theirs, as we each
know what we have (and still are ) experi-
enced will never be erased from our minds.



THE STRUGGLE AGAINST ISLAMIC FASCISM BEGINS
WITH THE STRUGGLE

AGAINST IRANIAN BOLSHEVISM
Since the Iran-Iraq ceasefire the political map of the
Middle East has been undergoing an extensive metamor-
phosis. Saddam Hussein, having been assured of gener-
ous loans by his Arab backers, wasted little time before
embarking on a massive reconstruction programme at
home whilst abroad he ventured to stamp his authority on
the region by giving military assistance to the anti-Syrian
Lebanese, General Aoun. As Gaddafi humiliatingly ex-
tends the hand of “friendship” towards Egypt and the
Palestinian Intifada gets bogged down in thequagmire of
nationalism and as the military retreat of Russian Imperi-
alism from Afghanistan results in herdiplomatic marginali-
sation in the Middle East, the Pax Americana becomes
further consolidated.

THE THREAT OF LIBERALISATION

Rafsanjani is painfully aware of the tasks facing the
Islamic Republic. The priorities of the_lranian bourgeoisie
are to complete the process of the primitive accumulation
of wealth and transform the basis of the economy from
extensive development (and the extraction of absolute
surplus value from the proletariat) to intensive develop-
ment (and the extraction of relative surplus value). To this
effect a set of measures have been proposed: the privati-
sation of nationalised industries; the selling of foreign cur-
rency by the government inside lran; the import of ad-
vanced technology; and the easing of customs restric-
tions.
In response to the Rushdie affair Iran made an initial U-
turn towards the East. Its trading offices were transferred
from Britain and West Germany to China whilst the east-
ern block has been offered the prospects of.rearming the
‘warriors of Islam’. Russia is being presented with cheap
gas and a guaranteethat the recalcitrant Afghan and Azeri
Shiites will be brought to heel in exchange fordesperately
needed mechanised farming equipment. The consterna-
tion that all these friendly gestures by Beijing and Moscow
have created amongst Iranian Maoists and Stalinists is a
source of great amusement.
It is hard to see, though, how this shift of policy towards the
east can be maintained indefinitely. The Iranian economy
is too heavily integrated into the western economies. An
indication that all this is understood by Tehran came in
Rafsanjani’s inauguration speech when he explicitly gave
the green light to private businessmen to borrow from the
west and assist the state in modernising industry.
Rafsanjani has brought considerable pressure on the
Hezbollah to negotiate for the freeing of Western hos-
tages as a precondition for the West to unfreeze billions of
Iranian assets currently lying in U.S. banks. Recent ru-
mours otyet another assassination attempt on Rafsanjanis
life is an indication of the strength of opposition he is
encountering.
There have even been limited moves towards synchronis-
ing the superstructure with the new liberalised

economy.Loyal opposition groups have been granted
permission to form political parties.There have been calls
from the liberal wing of big business to separate religion
from the state and to re-establish the division between
‘private’ and ‘public’ citizenship.This is democracy par
excellence - the most stable form of the dictatorship of
capital for the exploitation of the proletariat. The Islamic
state - whether in its fascist or parliamentary democratic
form - will be opposed by the communist movement.

WILL THE MULLAHS SURVIVE THE
PRESENT CRISIS?

If the mullahs are to survive, therefore, they will have to
break with their own petty-bourgeois origins, fuse with big
business and eliminate the impediments to capital accu-
mulation and the extension of wage slavery (The Samurai
class did exactly that in the Japanese revolution of 1868.The
principal obstacle in the way of the mullahs repeating this
feat is the proletariat). Whether they succeed or whether
they are replaced by a more liberal faction from within the
native bourgeoisie or whether those potential “fuhrers of
the proletarians of the world” (the Left) seize power is a
non-issue for us. We consider all of them the enemies of
our class.
The interest of the proletariat does NOT lie in the separa-
tion of the church from the state but in the total and
complete annihilation of both. We believe that “humanity
will never be free until the last priest (and mullah) is
hanged with the guts of the last capitalist". The Iranian
working class will do well to learn from the strugglesof the
Spanish proletariat in the 1930's. There the church was
rightly viewed as an inseparable part of the system and
attacked accordingly.Worl<ers and poor peasants mas-
sacred priests, burned churches and desecrated “holy”
graveyards. Perhaps more significantly, in 1959 our Iraqi
comrades displayed their astute political consciousness
by burning the Koran in the streets of Baghdad!
We know that it was the threat of class struggle breaking
out that forced the Iranian and Iraqi bourgeoisies to the
negotiating table. Today their guns have turned against
the internal enemy-the proletariat. The slogan that we
raised during the U.S. intervention in the Gulf remains
valid: “Neither capitalist war, nor imperialist imposed
‘peace’! Revolution!"

RELIGION: "THE OPIUM OF THE
LEFT"

Islam is not just a religion, it is also a cu lture-a way of life.
It invades all spheres of human activity and leaves its mark
on customs and traditions. Perhaps this goes someway in
explaining the numerous occasions during which the
Iranian Left has compromised with religiousbigotry. It was
various Iranian Left parties that in 1979 tried to disarm the



proletariat and to channelize the militancy of the workers
into the morass of trade-unionism. Iranian Leninists are
not part of the solution, they are part of the problem! If we
accept submission (the literal translation of Islam) to an
omnipotentauthority and the lack of an independent non-
conformist attitude as characteristics of religiosity, then it
would be no exaggeration to claim that Iranian ‘revolution-
aries’ are just as religious as the Islamic Fundamentalists
they are fighting against. Rememberthat it was the Iranian
Left that initiated the worshipping of martyrdom, the gun
totting “El Che Guevara Syndrome” and the cu It of person-
ality. The Fundamentalists simply perfected these tech-
niques.
Needless to say Leninism has always compromised with
religion.For example, in 1920 the Comintern organised a
“Congress of peoples of the East" in Baku, Azerbaijan.
Muslim beliefs and institutions were treated with respect
and muslim participants were bribed into joining the Bol-
sheviks in order to fight English Imperialism. Some of the
speeches were written by communists such as the
American John Reed who called for the intensification of
the class struggle. Comintern translators, however, under
direct instruction from Lenin and Zinoviev, translated
“class war” as “holy jihad”I Khomeini was thus not the first
person to call for a “holy jihad” in the 20th century.The
Comintern beat him to it I

ISLAM IS. . . . .SHIT I

Leninists who use the excuse of anti-racism to apologise
for muslim reaction in Iran (and in Britain with regard to the
Rushdie affair) conveniently ignore that Islamic Funda-
mentalism (Khomeinism) is itself a racist ideology. Wit-
ness the history of the Jews, Baha’is and Armenians in
Iran and the attempted genocide of Kurds as a ‘trouble-
some" race. The ‘Protocols of the learned Elders of Zion’,
an anti-semitic forgery, is distributed by the Islamic Re-
public. Rafsanjani even tries his hand at some crude
biological determinism from time to time. It is hardly sur-
prising then thatthe Islamic regime has established organ-
izational and doctrinal ties of continuity with neo-Nazi
groups in Europe. Tothis must be added the institutional-
ised racism that 2 million Afghani workers residing in Iran
are routinely subjected to. They can only work in certain
workplaces (usually the lowest paid) and live and sleep in
totally secluded accommodations.-They must carry with
them at all times ‘labour passports’. The government
habitually blames everything from unemployment to the
rising levels of crimeon Afghani workers.
Iranian ‘revolutionaries’ have always been terrified of
Islam, awe-struck by the Koran and respectful towards
Profit Mohammad. Yet Islam, like all religions, legitimises
the status quo and upholds capitalist exploitation. The
Koran is an archaic work of superstition which advocates
slavery and promises "virgins in paradise” to the faithful I
As for Profit Mohammad, he was a rapist and a child
molester (A-ye-she, Mohammad's second wife, was only
six years old when she was first raped by him)!
Anyone who believes in Allah and archangels deserves to
be offended I Muslims and christians have been threaten-
ing rion-believers with the fires of damnation for centu ries.
The supercession of religion is as pressing as ever.

Religion manipulates peopIe’s insecurity and yearning for
community by organising social life around a false com-
munity composed of rituals and hierarchy .
Islam is shit I It is high time we pulled the chain and flushed
it down the toilet I

LENINISM OR COM-MUNISM?

We exist in a capitalist world based on the exploitation of
the proletariat through a global system of commodity
production and exchange.We are forthe destruction ofthe
money/wages system and its replacement by a classless
human community where alienation, the subjugation of
women and nationalism have been abolished forever.
Communism is a social movement-a product of class
struggle.lt has nothing to do with various schemes for the
nationalisation of the means of production put IOI'W3I'd by
Leninists.Our struggle is in complete antagonism to all
forms of mediation and institutionalisation (eg.trade-un-
ions, democracy, representation). Only ou_tono|;|1o_u_s ac-
tivity by the whole proletariat can break the back of world
capitalism.
Leninists with their admiration for ‘Taylorism', the ‘militari-
sation of labour’, ‘vanguard’ fetishism, and their elitist
hierarchical conceptions of middle class ‘professional
revolutionaries’, not to mention their nauseating apologies
for every instance of “betrayal” ranging from Kronstadt
(1921) to the ‘Islamic revolution’, belong to the dustbin of
history. The proletariat will conquer them!

Down with capitalism!

Down with Bolshevism I

Down with all religions I

Down with fascism, democracy
and all states!

Down with trade-unions
and parliaments!

For the proletarian revolution
and the abolition of wage slavery I

Long live oommumusm!

This leaflet was produced by RED MENACE.We
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